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About the 

Regulatory Assistance Project

 RAP is a non-profit organization providing technical and 
educational assistance to government officials on energy 
and environmental issues. RAP Principals all have 
extensive utility regulatory experience.

– Richard Sedano was commissioner of the Vermont Department of 
Public Service from 1991-2001 and is an engineer.

 Funded by foundations and the US Department Of Energy. 
We have worked in nearly every state and many nations.

 Also provides educational assistance to stakeholders, 
utilities, advocates.

2raponline.org



National Action Plan for 

Demand Response

FERC designated by Congress in EISA 07 

to develop the plan – published June 2010

– Technical Assistance to States 

– National Communications Plan

– Tools and Materials

“A path” (not “the path”)

Recognition of budget implications, limits



Broadly

Defines Demand Response

Trigger by reliability or price

Dispatchable or non-dispatchable

Influencing any part of the load curve
• “It also includes the smart integration of changeable 

consumption with variable generation as one method 

to better enable the addition of new technologies 

(such as wind farms and rooftop solar systems) to 

utility systems or customer premises”

• Storage 



Why this Plan?

Demand Response under-utilized

– Increase of 4x + from Business as Usual

– Avoid need for more expensive peaking power

– Give operators more tools to manage grid

• Especially for higher volumes of intermittent supply

– Technology making demand responsiveness 

available to more customers



From the National Action for Demand Response, FERC assessment



Key Tactic

Recognize a coalition of government, 

utilities, demand response companies, 

system operators, advocates, customers, 

existing coalitions and others



The Idea of a Coalition

Is Central to the Plan

How organized and tight will it be and how 

will it get that way?

– Extent of engagement within private sector

– Extent of engagement between public and private 

sectors

– Coordinate support to set goals? define priorities?

• convening organization like DRCC

• budget from private sector and DOE



Implementation

Torch being passed from FERC to US DOE

– Coordination

• Making tangible the idea of a coalition

– Active planning

– Budget to implement plan

• DOE already supporting demand response

– Budget may not meet the vision of the plan



From the National Action for Demand Response



Technical Assistance

Experts

Research

Forums

– Coalition forums like DRCC DR Town Meeting

– PNDRP also could be a coalition

Need good DR programs for all this to work



Communications: 
DR Changes Customers Expectation

National

– Does Energy Star suggest what this would be?

Local

– More support for this

– How to organize and manage Budget?

Promote interaction between program 

experience and general messaging

– Curtailment as opportunity, public service

– Curtailment as easy, fair



Communications 

Framework from the Plan

Consumers informed about “smart usage”

– Variability of electric prices and sources

• Without relying solely on price signals

– Urgency of demand response

– Actions individuals can take and how

– Minimizing negative impacts

– Compensation

– Connection to bigger opportunities, like 

enabling wind power



Tools and Research

System Impact and Prediction

Clearinghouse to catalog experiences

– Smart grid clearinghouse presents model

Commission answers to specific questions

– Coalition would guide needs?



Action Plan Budget?

Existing DOE budget supporting DR

– PNDRP

Grants?

Research?

Tools?

Messaging support as outlined in 
Communications Plan?

Comments conveyed no consensus on role of 
US DOE or appropriate degree of funding



What’s next

Discussion of implementation at FERC-

NARUC Smart Response meeting July 18

Prioritization in budgets

– DOE

– Private sector

Developing the Coalition

What are PNW DR stakeholders priorities?

– How will they engage with coalition?



Thanks for your attention

– rapsedano@aol.com

– http://www.raponline.org

– RAP Mission: RAP is committed to fostering 
regulatory policies for the electric industry 
that encourage economic efficiency, protect 
environmental quality, assure system 
reliability, and allocate system benefits fairly 
to all customers.
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